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July 11th, 2022 

 
Southington Town Hall 
Planning & Zoning Department 
196 N. Main Street 
Southington, CT 06489 
 
Attention: Maryellen Edwards, Director of Planning and Community Development  
 
 
Re:   TKO Installations Inc. 
 885 Queen Street 
 Southington, CT 06268 
 
 
Dear Maryellen:   
 
Bohler is in receipt of a comment letter dated June 1st, 2022 prepared by Maryellen Edwards. On behalf of 
Applicant TKO Installations Inc., Bohler Engineering offers the following responses. For clarity, the original 
comments are in italics, while our responses are directly below in bold type. 
 
 
Comments 
 
Planning Department Checklist  
 
Comment # 1 Can the island to the right of the exit turn of the new duck-out be cut back to allow a 

better angle exiting into the aisle?  
 
Response: We feel it should be not need to be modified for the following reasons: 

a) 21’ wide exit is the bank standard used on all installations of drive up 
ATMs. 

b) Maintaining the existing curb provides a physical barrier to delineate the 
two lanes of travel.  Reduction of this curb could create conflicts with 
traffic flow as two lanes would be attempting to merge into the main aisle 
side by side.  

 
 
Comment #2. Does the existing stop bar have to be moved forward? 
 

Response:          The stop bar is for the existing vehicles, moving it forward would place within the 
bypass lane and create potential conflict with traffic flow. 

 
 
Comment #3. Any new signage will require a separate permit. 
 
Response:        Acknowledged, signage permits will be applied for as needed.  

 
 
Comment #4. All lighting should be LED and full cut-off.  

 
Response:         Will Comply. Lighting fixtures proposed are to be full cut-off LED. 

 
 
Comment #5. Any compromised landscaping should be replaced.  
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Response:  Will comply. Any compromised landscaping will be replaced and/or relocated in 

coordination with the Town as necessary.  
 
Engineering Comments 
 

Comment #6.  What are the existing height of the plaza light poles? The new pole height to the fixtures 
is approximately 28-feet. 

 

Response:    As noted on Sheet A102 the new pole height to the fixtures is approximately 28-
feet. Actual pole is 20’, fixture mounting height is 23’. Existing height of plaza light 
poles is not known but appears to be taller than 28’’ in height.  Proposed lighting 
has been limited to the area of the proposed ATM.  

 

 

Comment #7. Include in Key Notes for #54 to also protect existing CB during construction. 
 
Response: Will comply.  Drawings have been updated accordingly.  
 
 
Comment #8. Provide bituminous concrete pavement detail. 
 
Response: Will comply.  Drawings have been updated accordingly. 
 
 
Comment #9. Missing Sheet A104. 
 
Response: Will comply. Sheet A104 has been provided in this resubmission.  
 
 
Comment #10. Does the existing stop sign for the current exit need to be relocated/modified? A new 

stop bar should be added at the existing isle exit. 
 
Response: The stop bar is for the existing vehicles, moving it forward would place within the 

bypass lane and create potential conflict with traffic flow. 
 
 

We trust the above as well as the attached information are sufficient for your review of the project. 
Should you have any questions or require additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me at 
(860) 333-8900.  We look forward to presenting this plan before the Planning and Zoning commission on 
July 19th, 2022.   

 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Bohler 
Jeff Bord, P.E.   

 
 


